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1. INTRODUCTION 
For each p > 0 we denote by D, the open disk {z E @ : lz[ < p} and by DP 
its closure. We use X to represent the class of all (normalized) functions 
f(z) :=~+C~=~a~z” analytic in D,. The symbol K stands for the subclass 
of Z consisting of those functions which are convex univalent in D,. 
A function f belonging to Z is said to be starlike oforder f if 
for all ZED,. (1) 
Let St( l/2) be the set of all such functions. 
It was proved by Marx [S, pp. 61-621 that Kc St( l/2). On the other 
hand, a function belonging to St(1/2) may not be convex univalent [3] in 
D, for any p > (2 & - 3)‘j2 = 0.68...  
The question was raised [2, see problem 6.111 if for f, g E K and 
0 < A -C 1, the combination y + (1 - A) g is starlike univalent in D,. It was 
shown by MacGregor [4] that Il.+ (1 - 2) g is always univalent in DII~ 
but that if+ 4 g may fail to be univalent in D, for any p > 113. One is 
left wondering if the radius of univalence of ;If + (1 - 1) g does not 
someshow depend on II. The purpose of this paper is to explore this depen- 
dence or lack thereof. Here is our main conclusion: 
If f and g belong to St( l/2) then for 0 < II < 1 the convex linear com- 
bination ;if + (1 - A) g is univalent in D, where A := l/($ + m). The 
result is sharp for each 1 and cannot be improved even if f and g are restric- 
ted to the subclass K. 
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2. LOCAL UNIVALENCE OF Af+( l-n)g 
In order to determine how the radius of univalence of if + (1 - A) g 
depends on ,? we first consider the question of local univalence. We may 
clearly restrict ourselves to A in (i, 1). 
For Af ‘(z,) + (1 - 2) g’(zO) to be zero, the vector (1 - 2) g’(zO) should be 
equal to the vector lf ‘(z,) in norm but opposite in direction. It is therefore 
important o know the set G, of all possible values of f'(z) if f is an 
arbitrary function belonging to K and z varies inside D,. A theorem of 
Marx [S, Satz B] implies that 
(2) 
The same conclusion can also be drawn from a result of Robertson (see [S, 
p. 3811 and apply Schwarz’s lemma). It so happens that the set of all 
possible values off ‘(2) if f is an arbitrary function belonging to St( l/2) and 
z varies in D, coincides (see [ 71) with G,. 
Remark 1. From (2) it follows that if  E St( l/2), then Re f’(z) > 0 for 
z E D1,~. Hence if fi, . . . . f, E St( l/2), then Re(C;, , ;1, f”‘(z)) > 0 for 
z E D,,d provided A,3 0 for v = 1, . . . . n. Hence [4] (by a well-known result 
of Noshiro [6]) an arbitrary convex linear combination of afinite number of 
functions belonging to St(1/2) is univalent in DIId. 
Let f and g be two arbitrary functions in St(1/2). Ifwe denote by cG, 
the set {cw: w E G,}, where c is a complex number, then the values 
assumed by If’(z) and - (1 - A) g’( ) z as z varies in the disk D, lie in the 
regions I1G, and - ( 1 - 1)G,, respectively. As such, for Af + (1 - 2) g to be 
locally univalent in D,, i.e., for Af ‘(z) + (1 - A) g’(z) to be different from 
zero, it is sufficient that the regions 1G, and -(l - n)G, be disjoint. In 
view of Remark 1, this is indeed the case (AG, and - ( 1 - 1) G, are dis- 
joint) if p < I/$. So we may assume p > l/d. In order to decide whether 
the two regions remain disjoint or not for some larger values of p 
(depending on 2) we collect ertain facts about their elative location and 
boundary curves. The region AG, lies in the sector {w: [Arg WI < 
2 Arc sin p} and so - (1 - n)G, lies outside the sector {w : [Arg WI < 
2 Arc cos p}. The first region is bounded by the curve yi,p whose polar 
equation is 
(1 - p2)’ R2 - 2(p2 + cos cp)AR + A2 = 0, (3) 
whereas, the polar equation of the curve Ti,c, bounding the second region is 
(1 -P*)~ R*-2(p*-cos cp)(l -i)R+(l -1)2=0. (4) 
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Now let us denote by L, the ray starting atthe origin and making an angle 
cp with the positive r al axis. Then for 2 Arc cos p < cp < 2 Arc sin p the ray 
L, intersects yL.p in the points 
( A P* + COS cp f J2p2( 1 + cos cp) - sin’ cp (1 -P212 *cp > 
and I& in the points 
( 
(1 ~~)P2-cwf 2p*(l-coscp)-sin2cp 
(1 - P212 
99 . 
> 
For llG, to be disjoint from - (1 - i)G, it is necessary and sufficient that 
Jp2+coscp-J2p*(l+cosrp)-sin*rp 
(1 - P2J2 
>(*~1)P2-cow+ J2p2(l-coscp)-sin*cp , 
(1 -P2J2 
for all cp in (2 Arc cos p, 2 Arc sin p). Thus 1G, stays disjoint from 
-(l -I)G, as long as 
k,(d := 
p2 - 1 + 2(sin((p/2) + Jp* - cos* ((p/2)) sin( p/2) 
2(p* + Jp* - cos2((p/2) sin(cp/2) - Jp* - sin*((p/2) cos(cp/2)) 
does not exceed II for any cp in (2 Arc cos p, 2 Arc sin p). Now let us 
calculate he maximum of k,(q) for a given p E (l/a, 1) and cp varying in 
[2 Arc cos p, 2 Arc sin p]. We claim that the desired maximum is 
(p’+ ,,/m)/2p2 which is attained only for cp = 7r/2. If we set 
sin(cp/2) = tthen we should demonstrate that 
p2-1+2tZ+2tJ~ 
2(pZ+tJi_l+t2-J-G&&7) 
<PZtJG= 
2P2 
for J-G tdp. 
Equivalently, we should show that the function 
lJ(t):=p*~iTJ~~+J~Jc7J~ 
-tJgPzJ~+p%J~+2p*t2 
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attains its maximum value p2 + p2 $&?? only at t = l/a. For this we 
note that dU/dt = t V(t), where the function 
V(t) :=(/I2 - JgT) ( y”‘,l+;i+&&) 
-(p’+&q (/$$+&3+4l3’ 
vanishes for t = l/a. Further, since 
dV 
dt= -(l -p2)2 t p2+J2Fi p2-&7T (1 _ ty ($ _ ty + t3($ -1 + ty < 0, 
V(t) is a decreasing function of t; i.e., V(t) > V( l/a) = 0 for t < l/d and 
V(t)<0 for trl/& C onsequently, diJ/dt vanishes for t = l/a and is 
positive or negative according as t < l/d or t > l/d. This proves that 
U(t) has a local maximum at t = 1/,,6 and that U(l/a) is also the 
absolute maximum of U(t) for Js < t < p. 
From the above discussion it follows that AJ-+ (1 -A) g is locally 
univalent in D, for all the values of p in (l/a, 1) which satisfy 
P2f&=<i. 
2p= ” 
i.e., A.+ (1 -A) g is locally univalent in the disk D, where 
/i := 1/t&+ Jz). 
Now let us consider the functions 
where 
f(z) :=& g(z) := &? 
cOsy=m, siny=&, cosd=J;i, sin6= -m. 
By a straightforward calculation we obtain 
f’(A) =&-p s’(A)= -2(1 yqn2 
so that y’(A) + (1 -A) g’(A) =O. Thus we have the following 
THEOREM 1’. If f and g belong to St( l/2) then for 0 d A< 1 the convex 
linear combination &f + (1 -1) g is locally univalent in D, where 
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A := l/(& + J1-n). Th e result is sharp for each A and cannot be 
improved even lff and g are restricted tothe subclass K. 
3. THE UNIVALENCE OF &f+( l-A)g 
Now we wish to show that under the conditions of Theorem l’, the 
function A,, + (1 -1) g is not only locally univalent in D, but, in fact, 
univalent in that disk. For this we need the following auxiliary esult. 
LEMMA 1. Ifs(z) := z + C,“= 2 a,,~” belongs to St( l/2), then so does 
Proof of Lemma 1. The function 
we(z) := f !!fEzn 
n=, sm8 
is starlike univalent in D,. In fact, W,(z) = z/( 1 - 22 cos 0 + z’). If 
03 1 sin ne 
W@(Z) := 1 -7 zn, 
n=ln sine 
then zwk(z) = W,(z) and so wg E KC St( l/2). Hence if (z) := z + C,“=, a,z” 
belongs to St(1/2), then by a result of Ruscheweyh and Sheil-Small [9, 
Theorem (3.1)] the Hadamard product 
m 1 sin n0 
(f * We) :=z+ 1 --aa,z” 
.,*n sin8 
belongs to St(1/2). This latter function is nothing but F, and so Lemma 1 
holds. 
From Lemma 1 it follows that for 0 < 8 < 7c/2 the region 
f(zei’)-f(ze~i”):fESt(~,2),zED 
zeie P 
is contained in G,. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that 
if f and g belong to St( l/2) then for 4 < I < 1 and each 0 in (0, n/2] 
~f(ze’“)-f(zeC’“)+(l-~)g(zeiU)-g(ze-”’)fO 
zei6 -ze-i@ zeie -ze- if3 
in D,. 
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Consequently, 
for 0 < Izj = p < /i and 0 < 8 < n/2. This is a sufficient condition (see [ 1, 
p. 3101) for I$+ ( 1 - A) g to be univalent in D,. Therefore, he following 
theorem holds. 
THEOREM 1. Zff and g belong to St( l/2) then for 0 d % d 1 the convex 
linear combination A.. + (1 - A) g is univalent in D, where 
n := l/(4+ JE,. 
The result is sharp for each 1 and cannot be improved even if f and g are 
restricted tothe subclass K. 
4. LINEAR COMBINATIONS WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS 
Stump [lo] considered the combination i, f, + 1, f2 with I,, I, E @. He 
proved that if OGLY :=Arg(A,/&)<n and f,, f2e K then i, f, +&f2 is 
univalent in the disk {z E C: IzI < (cos(cr/4) - sin(cc/4))/3}. Letus observe 
that the same conclusion holds even if f, and f2 are any two functions 
belonging to St( l/2). From (2) it follows that if f E St( l/2) then for z E D, 
[Arg f ‘(z)l 6 2 Arc sin IzI. 
Hence for 0 < CI < rc and IzI < (cos(cc/4 - sin(a/4))/fi = sin(rc/4 - a/4) we 
have IArg f ‘(z)l < n/2 -a/2 and so IArg{Af ‘(z)}l < n/2; i.e., Ref ‘(z) > 0 
provided [Arg 11 < a/2. Consequently, If= , I, f, is univalent in 
{zEC: (zl <(cosi-sin:)/&} 
for any choice of functions fi, . . . . f, in St( l/2) if the numbers 2, satisfy 
[Arg &,I 6 a/2 < 7112. 
Next we prove 
THEOREM l*. Given 0 <a < II let A,, AZ be complex numbers with 
lArg1,l <a/2 for v= 1,2 and IA,/ + iA,1 =l. Then for f,, f*eSt(l/2) the 
linear combination A, fi + A2 fz is univalent in D, where 
r:= I-2Jmsin: 
( 
112 
)’ 
tJKl+Jm,. 
On the other hand, for each pair of complex numbers A,, I, with Arg I, = 
-Arg 1, = Ta/2 and IA,1 + IA,1 = 1 we can findfunctions fi, f2 belonging to 
Kc St( l/2) such that 1, fi + A, f2 is not univalent in D, for any p > z. 
Proof Set 1 :=max(II,(, l&l). It is clearly enough to determine the 
radius of univalence of ,Ieia12 fi + ( 1 - n)e Pilx’2 f2.As in Section 3 it can be 
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shown that the radius of univalence is the same as the radius of local 
univalence. Inorder to determine the latter we have to find the largest p for 
which Le’““Gp and -(l -1)~ i’i2Gp are disjoint, In view of the result 
mentioned in Paragraph 1 of this ection we may suppose 
p > (cos(cc/4) - sin(a/4))/& 
so that rt - a/2 - 2 Arc sin p < z/2 < a/2 + 2 Arc sin p. The regions Jeiai2Gp 
and - (1 - A)e pi”2Gp remain disjoint aslong as the maximum of 
5((p) .= p2 - cos(cp + a/2) + J2p2( 1 - cos(cp + a/2)) - sin2(cp + a/2) 
p’+cos(cp-a/2)-J2p2(1 +cos(cp-a/2))-sin2(cp-a/2) 
for 71 - a/2 - 2 Arc sin p < cp < a/2 + 2 Arc sin p and also for a/2 - 
2 Arc sin p < q < -a/2 + 2 Arc sin p - n in case 
p > (cos(a/4) + sin(a/4))/&, 
does not exceed A/( 1-2). (The reader might find it helpful to sketch the 
two regions in question.) Setting 
u,(q):=p’-cos(q+t)+J2p’(l-cos(q+:))-sin’(q+t) 
we obtain 
1 
eP)‘(l +),~l(cp)~,(~-cp) 
which is positive because u,(cp)/(l -P*)~ and u,(7c- cp)/(l -p’)’ are radii 
vectors. If
t(q) := 
sin( cp + a/2) 
J2p2( 1 - cos(cp + a/2)) - sin2(cp + a/2) 
sin( cp - a/2) - 
J2p2(1 +cos(cp-a/2))-sin2(cp-a/2) 
then <‘(cp) = {(cp) .t(q) and so the sign of (‘((p) is the same as that of t(q). 
It is directly verified that t(7r/2) = 0. Besides, we note that t(cp) > 0 for 
z-a/2 - 2 Arc sin p d cp < z/2. For this we need to check that 
which is clearly true. Further, t(q) is easily seen to be negative for 
7rc/2 < cp < a/2 + 2 Arc sin p. Hence 5((p) attains its maximum in [rc - a/2 - 
2 Arc sin p, a/2 + 2 Arc sin p] at cp = 7~12. 
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When p > (cos(cl/4) + sin(cc/4))/d2 we also need to consider the values 
of 5((p) for cp E [u/2 - 2 Arc sin p, --a/2 + 2 Arc sin p - rc]. In that case, it is 
useful to note that 
=A(a-cp). (5) 
We observe, in addition, that as we go around the boundary of Ae’r’2G, 
starting at the point (A/(1 +p)2)e’“‘2, the radius vector increases 
monotonically until we reach the point (L/(1 - p)‘)eiaj2 and then it 
decreases monotonically until we return to the starting point. Hence it 
follows from (5) that for a/2 - 2 Arc sin p < cp < -a/2 + 2 Arc sin p - rr we 
have 
89) G ((a - 9). 
Since ~-a/2-2Arcsinp<3a/2-2Arcsinp+rr<acr-cpa/2+2Arcsinp 
we conclude that r(cp) 6 r(7r/2) for a/2-2Arcsinp < cp< -a/2+ 
2 Arc sin p - 7t as well. Consequently, - (1 - L)e-‘*“G, is disjoint from 
iei2’2G, aslong as 
p2 + sin(a/2) + J2p2( 1 + sin(a/2)) - cos2(a/2) i 
p2 + sin(a/2) - J2p2( 1 + sin(a/2)) - cos2(a/2) <l-E,’ 
i.e., Le’““f, + (1 - L)e-rU’2f2 islocally univalent and so univalent in D, 
where 
z := J1 - 2 J$YY-) sin(af2) 
&+JiT . 
This proves the first part of Theorem l*. 
In order to prove the second part of Theorem l* it is clearly enough to 
show that for each choice of ;1 in [t, 1) and a in [O, n) we can find nor- 
malized convex functions fiand f2 such that Le’“f,‘(r) + (1 - L) f;(r) = 0. 
Given A E [$, 1) and a E [0, TC), let 
where 
z cos y = J1-n - J;i sin(aP) - & cos(a/2) 
&+JKi ’ rsiny= &+m’ 
t cos 6 = 4 - m sin(@) 
$+JiT ’ 
t sin 6 = m cos(aP) 
Jl+Jiz. 
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It is a matter of straightforward calculation that 
f,‘(r)= l (1 -e-‘yz)* 
1+r2cos2y-2rcosy-2ir(l-rcosy)(siny) = 
(1 + r* - 2r cos y)’ 
1+2&iq . c1 . a 
= 2A( 1 + sin(cc/2)) ( ‘ln Z + ’ ‘OS Z ’ > 
1+2&iq .cI, c( 
= 2( 1 - A)( 1+ sin(cr/2)) ( ‘n-i Z - ’ ‘OS Z > 
and so 
Ae”f,‘(z)+(l -A)fi(t)=O. 
5. CONVEX LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF CONVEX MAPPINGS 
The next theorem is to be compared with the result stated in 
Remark 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let A,,>0 for v= 1, . . . . n with C:=, 1, = 1 and suppose that 
1. :=max,.,,.. A,2 4. Further, let A := I/(& + m) and 
52 := (A + 1)/(21+ J2( 1 - A)). 
If f,, . . . . f,, belong to St(1/2), then C;=, A, f,, is univalent in D, for 
f<A<f{(2-~??)(l +JcfijL!*, (1/2)“4dA< 1 and in D, for 
1((2-&)(l +JLq)}%<(1/2) . ‘I4The result is sharp for each A. 
and cannot be improved even if the functions fv are restricted to the sub- 
class K. 
If A :=max,,,,. A, < f then in the case of even n the best that can be 
said is that C<= ,‘A” fv is univalent in D,,d. In fact, given I E (0, t) and 
P-l/$ we can find n (even) positive numbers ;1, with max, < “<,, A, = 2, . . 
If=, 1, = 1 and n different functions fv E K such that C:=, A,fV is not 
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(locally) univalent in D,. For example, in the case n = 4 we may consider 
i,=I,=A, A3=A4=$-A, 
.fi(Z) := &9 fib) := 1 p;epi;,t 
f3(z) :=*> f4(z) := 1 _ ,‘,,,t 
where 
and 
cosy,= 
1+v:(1:2)(l/fi+~)2-l 
l/J5+rl 
cos y2 = 
1 -J(l/2)(1:~+rl)2- 1 
l/&+1 . 
It is easily checked that 
and so IfI’ + Afi(z) + (4-L) f;(z) + (4 -1) f;(z) vanishes at the point 
tu/*+d. 
The same remark applies if n is odd provided A> l/(n - 1). If l/(n - 1) > 
A := maxi G “<,, A,, z l/n then the radii of “local univalence” and 
“univalence” ofC;=, A, f,, should depend on 1 but we do not know the 
sharp answer for any A in this range. 
Proof of Theorem 2, Let us set 
0 = O(A) = 
for +<A<+((2-$)(l +Jm)}‘12, (1/2)“4616 1 1.. (A + 1)/(2A + J@Y)) for ~{(2-J5)(1+&Z75)}1i2<A4(1/2)“4. 
First we shall prove that C:=, II, fy is locally univalent in D,. The symbols 
have the same meaning as in the earlier sections. 
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Without loss of generality we may assume I = 2,. Since 
Cf= i A,,f,,‘(zO) =0 if and only if 3L,f,‘(z0) = --C;=, J,f,, ‘(z,), and for 
ZE D, the quantity -C;=2 Auf,,‘(z) lies in the convex hull Hi.,cl of 
- (1 - A)G,, it is enough to show that H,,, and AG, are disjoint for p < 0. 
In order to determine H,,, let us examine the curve Y,.~ bounding the 
region G,,. As we go up along Y,,~ starting at the point l/(1 -p)’ the 
tangent to the curve turns constantly in the counter-clockwise direction 
at least until the point P+ whose coordinates are (p’/( 1 - p2)2, 
2 Arc cos( 1/2p)) and which is one of the two points of minimal abscissa on
~i.~. For this we need to check that if $ is the angle between the radius 
vector and the tangent o the curve at the point (R, cp), then d$/dq > -1. 
As a matter of fact 
4 cos(cpP) > o 
&=2&iG&jF) 
for 0 < cp < 2 Arc sin p which proves more than what we have claimed 
above. It follows that if P is the point symmetric to P+ with respect o 
the real axis then the boundary of the convex hull of G, consists ofthe line 
segment P+ P- and that portion of i3G, (call it y,) which connects P- to 
P+ via the point l/( 1- p)‘. 
Now let us consider the region - (1 - J)G,. Denote by Q + and Q ~ the 
two points of maximal abscissa on its boundary-Q+ being the upper one. 
Then the convex hull H,,, of - (1 - A)G, is bounded by the straight line 
segment joining Q ~ to Q + and the portion of a( - ( 1 - A)G,) connecting 
Q’ to QP via the point - (1 - A)/( 1-p)‘. We know from Section 2 that 
LG, and - (1 - E.)G, remain disjoint for p <A. We also know that as we 
go around the boundary of JG, starting atthe point %/( 1+ P)~, the radius 
vector increases until we reach the point A/( 1- p)2 and then it decreases 
monotonically until we return to the starting point. Hence if p < /i then for 
Hi,p to be disjoint from iG,, it is necessary and sufficient that the point 
I./( 1 + p)’ lie to the right of the segment Q+ Q- . This leads us to the 
condition 
2p2- 1 1. 
(1-~)2(1-p2)2q-qT~ 
i.e., 
p<(I+ 1)/(211+J2(1-1))=:LL 
Hence for p < min(/i, L2) the sets Hi,,p and ;1G, remain disjoint. Thus 
Cf=, 2, f,, is locally univalent in D, provided p d min(n, Sz). In order to 
determine min(/i, Sz) we square the two sides of the equation Q = LI and 
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then replace A by t*. The resulting equation in t has 1 and l/J2 as two 
obvious roots. There is a third positive root which turns out to be 
((2-,,‘$/4)(1 +m). Th’ is information easily leads us to the 
conclusion that min(A, Q) = Q(A). 
The reasoning of Section 3 can be used once again to show that 
C;=, A, fv is not only locally univalent but univalent in D,. 
In order to prove the sharpness of the result we only need to furnish 
appropriate xamples for 4{(2-Jz)(l +&-Q)}“z<1<(1/2)t’4. 
Given any A in this range choose y in (0, n/2) such that 
3Q2- 1 
cw=~’ 
siny=(1-n2)~4i_? 
2Q3 
and consider the functions 
fib) :=&, r,(z):=&, f3(z) := & 
each of which belongs to K It is easily seen that 
;1 l-252* 
=z+(l-1)2(1-Q2)2 
(1 +Qn) 
= 0. 
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